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2. (a) Stating the assumptions made in
analysis, derive expression for the
standard efficiency of Otto rycie.
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(a) Define lriternal Enerry, and prove that
it is a ploperty of a system. 

- 
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(b) -Air at l.O2 bar at 20. rc, initially
occupying a cylinder volume of
O.Ol5 m'3, is compressed reversibly and
adiabaticatly by a piston to a pressure
of 6.8 bar. Calculat*-
(t) the final temperature;,-" - *
(ii) the finat volume; ,

(iii) the work done.
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h) A cyclic heat engine operates between a'

source temperature of 1O0O 'C ald -a-

sink temperature of 40 'C. Find the
least rate of heat rejection per kW net
output of the engine.

The efficiency of a fan depends on the fluid
density p,'fluid viscositSr p, angular veloci$l-
o, diameter D of the rotor and the discharge

0. Express 11 in terms of dimensio'nless
par€meters.

Derive Hagen Poiseuille formula for viscous
flow of an incompressible fluid through a
circular pipe.
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5. (a-)

(b)

Derive an et{pression for LMTD of a
parqllel flow heat exchanger'

Discuss v4rious regimes of Pool
boiling.
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Explain.the fqllowing ;

(a) Thersial radiation

(b) Emissive power
'''..':(cl Black body

(d) Strape,factor
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A shaft 100 rnm diameter runs in a bearing
of length 225 mm with a radial clearance of
0'025 mm at 60 r.p.m. If the coefficient of
viscosity of oil is 1.44 poises, find the power
required to overcome the viscous resistance. 20

(a) Defi.ne the volumetric efficiency of a
compressor. Discuss how it varies with
the clearance and the'pressure ratio. lO

(b) Compare and distinguish between
reciprocating and rotary compressor. . 10

In a gas turbinelplant, air is at 10 'C and
atmospheric air is compressed through a
pressure ratio of 4 : L. In a heat exchanger
and combustion chamber, the air is heated
to 700 'C with a pressure drop.of 0.14 bar.
After the expansion through the turbine, the
air passes t1rr6qgfo a heat exchanger which
cools the air through7lo/o of maximum range
possible and the air is finally exhausted to
atmosphere. The isoentropic efticiency oJ
compressor is 0.80 and that of turbine, is
0'85. Find the efliciency of the plant. 20'

10. (a) What are the parameters to be
considered in the selection of a
refrigerant? Name and discuss some of
the most widely used refrigerant. lO
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(b) A silnpie vapour compression plant. -.- '. ,,

produces 50 tonnes of refrigeratisn. '
The enthalpy values at inlet to

' compressor, at oiit from the compresssr-
. arrd at exit from the condenser, are F

iffi'1q 209-41 and 74.59 kJ /kg -

respectively.Estimate- -',
(4 the refrigerant flow rate;
(rrl the COP;

:

{rul the power required tb d.rive the 
.

compressor. 4+g+3=19
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